
High Peak Borough Council

ECONOMY AND GROWTH SELECT COMMITTEE AGENDA

Date: Thursday, 26 November 2020

Time: 6.30 pm

Venue: Virtual Meeting

You can view the 
agenda online by using 
a smart phone camera 
and scanning the code 
below:

18 November 2020

PART 1
1. Apologies for Absence 

2. To receive Disclosures of Interest on any matters before the Committee 

3. Any matters referred to the Committee under the call-in procedure 

4. To approve the minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 3 - 6)

5. Oral update on Buxton Future High Street 

6. Trans Pennine Upgrade A57 Link Road (Pages 7 - 30)

7. Select Committee Work Programme (Pages 31 - 32)

8. Any questions referred to the Executive Member (Member Services to be advised of 
any questions at least 4 days prior to the meeting) 

9. Exclusion of Press and Public 
To resolve that the press and public be excluded from the meeting during 
consideration of the following items of business as there may be disclosure of 
exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule 12A of the Local Government 
Act 1972

10. To approve exempt minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 33 - 34)
(Paragraph 3 - Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 
particular person (including the authority holding that information) )

MARK TRILLO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND MONITORING OFFICER

Membership of Economy and Growth Select Committee

Public Document Pack



Councillor E Siddall (Chair) Councillor L Grooby (Vice-Chair)
Councillor T Ashton Councillor R Atkins
Councillor M Hall Councillor I Huddlestone
Councillor T Kemp Councillor D Kerr
Councillor E Lawson Councillor R Quinn
Councillor P Roberts Councillor K Savage
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High Peak Borough Council

ECONOMY AND GROWTH SELECT COMMITTEE

Meeting: Wednesday, 7 October 2020 at 6.30 pm in Virtual Meeting

Present: Councillor E Siddall (Chair)

Councillors T Ashton, R Atkins, L Dowson (substitute for K Savage), 
S Gardner (substitute for D Kerr), M Hall, I Huddlestone, T Kemp, R Quinn, 
P Roberts, K Sizeland (substitute for E Lawson) and E Thrane (substitute for 
L Grooby)

Councillor A Barrow, D Greenhalgh, A McKeown and J Todd were also in 
attendance

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors L Grooby, D Kerr, 
E Lawson and K Savage

20/41 TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(Agenda Item 4)

The Future High Street Fund report from the meeting held on 10 March 
2020 that had been considered in Part 1 would be added to the agenda for 
that meeting.

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 29 July 2020 be 
approved as a correct record, subject to the addition of Councillor J Todd to 
the list of those in attendance.

20/42 ORAL UPDATE ON BUXTON HERITAGE ACTION ZONE
(Agenda Item 5)

There was an oral update on the Historic England Programme and 4 year 
programme for heritage improvements in Spring Gardens, Buxton.  
Community engagement, a cultural sub group, work on a detailed 
submission and additional funding granted for a pilot project were 
discussed. Existing groups and social media could be involved.

RESOLVED: That the update be received with thanks and a briefing note be 
circulated to members.

20/43 ORAL UPDATE ON LIDL, GLOSSOP
(Agenda Item 6)

It was reported that work on the site was underway and the store would 
shortly be opening.  A letter would be sent to Lidl welcoming employment 
opportunities for High Peak residents. 

RESOLVED: That the oral update be received with thanks.
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20/44 PLANNING WHITE PAPER
(Agenda Item 7)

Proposed changes set out in the White Paper “Planning for the Future” 
published for consultation on 6th August 2020, together with the Council’s 
response were considered.  A virtual training session was planned for 
Monday, 12 October at 1.30pm and all members were invited to attend.  
Issues raised included connecting sustainability and climate change, 
interface connections, affordable housing and extended working hours.

RESOLVED: 

1. That after the training session a cross party letter of support be 
submitted with the Council’s response, including issues raised, to 
Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government before the 
end of the consultation period.

2. That the report be noted. 

20/45 BUXTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
(Agenda Item 8)

Consideration was given to an application made by ‘The Buxton 
Neighbourhood Forum Community Interest Company (CIC)’ to designate a 
neighbourhood area and neighbourhood forum for Buxton under section 
61G of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  The consultation process, 
experience with other neighbourhood plans and relationship with Local 
Plans were discussed. 

RESOLVED:

1. That the Council approves consultation on the applications for the 
designation of a neighbourhood area and neighbourhood forum for Buxton.  

2. That the Council agrees to consider the responses to the consultation at a 
future meeting of this Committee before The Executive in order to meet the 
13 week deadline specified in the regulations.

20/46 HIF PROGRAMME AND FAIRFIELD ROUNDABOUT UPDATE
(Agenda Item 9)

A report provided members with an overview and project update on 
progress in delivering the Homes England funded Fairfield Roundabout. 
Discussion took place on procurement, scrutiny of land disposal, air quality 
monitoring as part of the planning process, Highways Authority application, 
traffic management consultation, view of residents and the Local Plan.

RESOLVED:

That the update report and progress in securing delivery of this project be 
noted.
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20/47 WORK PROGRAMME
(Agenda Item )

It was reported that the work programme was under review.  Water in 
Buxton – Supplementary Planning Document and LAAC Programme Update 
- Granby Road B would be considered 26 November 2020 and Buxton 
Neighbourhood Plan Designation 4 February 2021. A future meeting would 
receive an update on the Crescent and Covid 19 updates as required.

RESOLVED: That the work programme be noted. 

20/48 ANY QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE EXECUTIVE MEMBER (MEMBER 
SERVICES TO BE ADVISED OF ANY QUESTIONS AT LEAST 4 DAYS 
PRIOR TO THE MEETING)
(Agenda Item 10)

Councillor T Kemp had raised the Buxton Town Team Safer Walk and Ride 
Initiative with the Executive member for Regeneration, Tourism and Leisure. 
The question had been circulated and asked what arrangements are in 
hand to progress the initiative and, in particular, give details of how the local 
knowledge and experience of the appropriate ward members will be 
involved in the Council’s investigation and evaluation of the proposals.

Councillor D Greenhalgh advised that the initiative was led by Buxton Town 
Team and the wider Travel Action Plan, with funding from April 2021. More 
information was being gathered, a briefing note would be circulated to 
members and there would be an item for consideration at a future 
committee meeting.

Some concern about the cycle route was expressed and it was advised that 
the Town Team were collating responses and that a presentation was 
available on their website.  

20/49 EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
(Agenda Item 11)

RESOLVED: That the public and press be excluded from the meeting during 
consideration of the following items as there may be disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government 
Act 1972.

20/50 EXEMPT MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(Agenda Item 12)

RESOLVED: That the exempt minutes of the meeting held on 29 July 2020 
be approved as a correct record.

20/51 HIF PROGRAMME AND FAIRFIELD ROUNDABOUT UPDATE - 
APPENDIX 2
(Agenda Item 13)

HIF Programme and Fairfield Roundabout project costs were outlined.

RESOLVED: That the project costs be noted.Page 5
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The meeting concluded at 7.48pm

CHAIRMAN
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

Economy and Growth Select Committee

26 November 2020

TITLE: Trans Pennine Upgrade A57 Link Road

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Councillor Anthony McKeown, Council 
Leader

CONTACT OFFICER: Mark James - Principal Planning Officer

WARDS INVOLVED: All wards in Glossopdale

Appendices Attached – 

Appendix 1 - Joint consultation response from High Peak Borough Council and 
Derbyshire County Council to the Trans Pennine Upgrade consultation (March 
2018).

Appendix 2 – Copy of presentation given by Highways England to Councillors on 
3rd November 2020. 

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The notify Councillors of the current consultation from Highways England on 
the A57 Link Roads, to highlight key elements of the scheme, to set out the 
proposed approach to consider and agree a response to the consultation and 
to clarify the process moving forward. 

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Councillors note the details of the consultation and proposed approach to 
agree the Council’s response as set out at paragraph 5.16 of this report. 

2.2 That Councillors make any comments around the proposals in response to the 
consultation.

3. Executive Summary

3.1 A public consultation on the A57 Link Roads scheme will run until 17th 
December. The consultation proposes a series of design changes from the 
scheme published in 2018 alongside an updated assessment of environmental 
impacts. 
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3.2 High Peak Borough Council and Derbyshire County Council submitted a joint 
holding objection to the 2018 consultation due to a lack of supporting 
information in terms of impacts such as the implications for air quality. On the 
basis of an initial review of the current consultation by officers, it is not clear if 
the Council’s previous concerns have been adequately addressed. If not, the 
current holding objection may need to be sustained until such time that any 
outstanding issues are resolved. Officers are in the process of liaising with 
Highways England and Derbyshire County Council to investigate these 
matters further. Given the circumstances and timescales, it is suggested that 
the Council’s response is delegated to the Executive Director for Place in 
consultation with the Leader of Council with regard given to feedback from 
Councillors.

3.3 Following the consultation, Highways England expect to submit the 
Development Consent Order application to the Planning Inspectorate in Spring 
2021. If the application is accepted for consideration, the examination itself will 
take around 18 months through to a decision by the Secretary of State. 
Subject to approval, construction is expected to start in 2023. 

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1  The A57 Link Roads scheme has direct implications for the following aims of 
the Corporate Plan; Aim 1 Supporting our communities to create a healthier,
safer, cleaner High Peak, Aim 2 Protect and create jobs by supporting 
economic growth, development and regeneration and Aim 3 Protect and 
improve the environment including responding to the climate emergency.

Neil Rodgers
Executive Director (Place)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

Consultation website: 
https://highwaysengland.co.uk/our-work/north-west/a57-
link-roads/

Planning Inspectorate Advice Note: The role of local 
authorities in the DCO process 
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/Advice_note_2.pdf

Mark James
Principal Planning Officer
mark.james@highpeak.gov.uk

5. Detail

Background

5.1 A public consultation on the “A57 Link Roads” scheme was published by 
Highways England on 5th November and will run until 17th December. The 
consultation follows on from previous engagement on the “Trans-Pennine 
Upgrade” project in 2018 which also included the proposals for the A57 Link 
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Roads as well as upgrades to Westwood roundabout near Sheffield and 
associated improvements to the east of the Pennines which have since been 
split off into a separate project. 

5.2 The Mottram Moor Link Road & A57 Link Road scheme is identified as 
commitment in the Government’s second Roads Investment Strategy (RIS2) 
for the period 2020 to 2025. It also featured in RIS1 for the period 2015 to 
2020. The scheme is classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure 
Project (NSIP). As such, an application for a Development Consent Order 
(DCO) will be considered at an examination conducted by the Planning 
Inspectorate under the provisions of the Planning Act 2008 (as amended). The 
Secretary of State will determine the application having regard to the 
recommendations of the planning inspector. 

5.3 Policy S6 (Glossopdale Sub-Area Strategy) of the adopted High Peak Local 
Plan includes the following in relation to infrastructure improvements in 
Glossopdale:

“Working with partner organisations and developers to address congestion 
along the A57 and A628, to improve transport links to surrounding areas and 
to enable transport improvements and mitigation measures identified the High 
Peak Transport Study and in the Trans-Pennine Feasibility Study 1(subject to 
further consideration).”

5.4 In line with the above, officers have attended stakeholder meetings with 
Highways England and other relevant public bodies to discuss the process 
and details of the scheme and supporting evidence when available. 

5.5 The Economy and Growth Select Committee considered the previous Trans- 
Pennine Upgrade consultation on 8 February 2018. Feedback from councillors 
at this meeting informed the subsequent response to Highways England which 
was prepared jointly with Derbyshire County Council. A holding objection was 
submitted by the Councils on the basis of the lack of supporting evidence and 
information in the accompanying Preliminary Environmental Information 
Report (PIER) on the impacts of the scheme. Specific concerns related to air 
quality, landscape and visual impact, cultural heritage and ecology.  A copy of 
the holding objection is provided at Appendix 1 to this report. 

5.6 Since the 2018 consultation, the Council has designated two Air Quality 
Management Areas (AQMA) in High Peak; a section of the A628 in Tintwistle 
and part of the A57 at Dinting due to concerns regarding Nitrogen Dioxide 
emissions. A separate AQMA designation covers Greater Manchester. 

5.7 On 3rd November, Highways England presented key details of the consultation 
to Councillors ahead of the start of the consultation (Appendix 2). Issues 
raised by Councillors at this briefing included:

1 The Trans Pennine Feasibility Study included the concept of the A57 Links Roads now subject to 
consultation.
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 The scheme does not provide a solution to the traffic related problems in 
Tintwistle. Highways England confirmed that this scheme is focussed on 
addressing issues in Mottram but that separate consideration was being given 
to wider solutions. However at current there is not a clear timescale for these 
wider considerations.

 Whether supporting traffic data and information regarding associated impacts 
would be available. Highways England stated that an updated Preliminary 
Environmental Information Report would be available as part of the 
consultation with a full Environmental Statement to follow. 

 Concern regarding number of traffic lights on the A57 and as part of the 
scheme which may cause congestion. Highways England confirmed that the 
previous proposals for a roundabout at Mottram Moor was also signal 
controlled and suggested that phasing of lights would need to be considered

 Whether funding opportunities to benefit the wider community would be 
available. Highways England conformed that their “Designated Fund” is 
available for local authorities and others to bid for projects in the vicinity of the 
scheme.

A57 Link Road proposals and supporting information

5.8 The scheme now subject to consultation consists of the following:

 Mottram Moor Link Road – a new dual carriageway from the M67 junction 4 
roundabout to a new junction on the A57(T) at Mottram Moor

 A57 Link Road – a new single carriageway link from the A57(T) at Mottram 
Moor to a new junction on the A57 in Woolley Bridge.
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5.9 The majority of the scheme is located within Tameside. Only the far eastern 
end of the A57 Link Road is located within High Peak. The scheme overall is 
broadly the same as that previous subject to consultation in 2018. However, 
there are several design changes to the scheme and new supporting 
information which are the focus of this consultation:

 Increased capacity at junction 4 of the M67 – additional lane to the roundabout 
and new traffic signalling

 Removal of the proposed junction with Roe Cross Road
 Updated design for the under pass at Mottram
 The proposed roundabout on Mottram Moor is to be replaced with a signal 

controlled junction
 A shorter re-designed bridge over the River Etherow and re-designed junction 

at Woolley Bridge. This is intended to better manage impacts on the flood 
plain, neighbouring farmhouse and enable access to the proposed housing 
development at Wooley bridge directly opposite the new A57 Link Road. This 
is the only section of the new road within High Peak.

 Improved provision for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders. This includes a 
combined footpath and cycleway alongside the A57 Link Road to connect 
Mottram Moor with the Trans-Pennine Trail at Woolley Bridge.  

5.10 Neither a bypass of Hollingworth and Tintwistle nor the proposed Trans-
Pennine Tunnel are included in the current scheme as they are not committed 
projects at the moment and there is no clear timescale for them becoming so.. 
However, the feasibility of both schemes is subject to further consideration. It 
is understood that the alignment of any future bypass or tunnel scheme may 
seek to tie into with the A57 Link Roads project in the future. 

5.11 An updated PIER has also been published. The updated version seeks to 
respond to concerns raised in 2018 by drawing on new surveys and data, 
including for air quality and noise. The PIER provides a preliminary  
assessment of the existing environment, likely impacts of the scheme, how the 
impacts can be mitigated and identifies any limitations of the current 
information and assumptions made. Specific consideration is given to air 
quality, cultural heritage, biodiversity, geology and soils, materials assets and 
waste, noise and vibration, population and human health, road drainage and 
water, climate and the cumulative effects of the scheme. Further 
environmental impact assessment work will be carried out following this 
consultation with the preparation of the Environmental Statement which must 
be submitted along with the DCO application to the Planning Inspectorate. 

5.12 The consultation documents reference the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan 
which is subject to separate consultation until 3rd December. This consultation 
seeks to improve air quality across Greater Manchester by encouraging 
uptake of cleaner vehicles through the introduction of a daily charge for certain 
classifications of non-private vehicles and financial incentives. However, the 
Clean Air Plan does not currently propose to charge vehicles for use of the 
Strategic Road Network. This includes the A628/A57 as operated by Highways 
England. 
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5.13 The modelling for the A57 Link Roads scheme does not currently take the 
proposals for the Clean Air Plan into account. It is understood that sensitivity 
testing will be undertaken prior to the DCO submission to consider the 
implications.   

5.14 Whilst it is recognised that the forthcoming Environmental Statement will 
provide further information regarding the impacts of the scheme, the PIER as 
published in 2018 was considered to provide insufficient information by High 
Peak Borough Council and Derbyshire County Council. 

5.15 Officers are in the process of analysing the updated PIER to determine if our 
previous concerns have been addressed. Our initial review has identified a 
number of queries which are currently being taken up with Highways England. 
These include the absence of traffic data and queries regarding the inputs into 
the modelling of air quality impacts. 

Response 

5.16 Given the above, it is proposed that Council’s response to the consultation is 
delegated to the Executive Director (Place) in consultation with the Leader of 
the Council and Derbyshire County Council. The response will also have 
regard to feedback from issues raised by the Economy and Growth Select 
Committee. If it is ultimately concluded that the concerns raised previously by 
the Councils have not been addressed in this consultation, the holding 
objection may need to be maintained until such time that they have been 
resolved. The forthcoming Environmental Statement to be submitted by 
Highways England in Spring 2021 may help with this. 

Next steps

5.17 The current consultation closes on 17th December. Highways England will then 
review feedback and finalise the documents ready for submission with the 
DCO application due in Spring 2021. The Planning Inspectorate will then have 
28 days to decide whether to accept the application. During this period, the 
Council has 14 days to submit a representation regarding the “Adequacy of 
Consultation” conducted by Highways England to date. 

5.18 Once the application has been accepted, members of the local community can 
register as interested parties to participate in the examination process. 
Statutory bodies such as the Council will also participate. 

5.19 In the meantime, the Council can begin to prepare its own Local Impact Report 
(LIR) which will draw on data from Highways England where available but also 
set out its own conclusions in terms of the implications for the scheme. To this 
end, the Council has appointed Aecom consultants to assist in the preparation 
of the LIR in conjunction with Derbyshire County Council. Aecom are also 
preparing masterplan to help identify an appropriate planning strategy to 
complement the A57 Link Roads scheme. 
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5.20 A Statement of Common Ground will also begin to be developed between the 
local authorities and Highways England which sets out the matters upon which 
the respective signatories agree or disagree. Both the LIR and Statement of 
Common Ground will inform the examination process. Further information 
regarding the role of the Council in the examination is set out in the Planning 
Inspectorate’s Advice Note (see link at the end of Section 4 to this report).

5.21 In total, the process for the examination and decision making is expected to 
take around 18 months. Subject to approval, construction is scheduled to 
commence in 2023. 
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The A57 Link Roads Scheme

Winter consultation 2020

3 November 2020
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The project and why we’re consulting 
 Congestion between the M67 at Mottram in 

Longdendale and the M1 north of Sheffield is 
slowing down journeys, causing disruption for 
local communities and making it hard for 
pedestrians to cross roads

 Our solution is divided in to two separate projects 
– the A61 Westwood Roundabout and the A57 
Link Roads

 We’ve started construction on the Westwood 
Roundabout, but the Link Roads will need a 
‘Development Consent Order’ or ‘DCO’

 We delayed our submission in 2018 to re-visit our 
traffic, air quality and noise assessments

 We’ve also been improving our designs and so 
wanted to get your feedback before submitting our 
application in Spring 2021
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Key dates 

 Consultation starts 5 November and ends 17 December 2020
 DCO application to be submitted to Planning Inspectorate April 2021
 DCO Planning process takes a minimum of 18 months
 Proposed Start of Works March 2023
 Proposed Open for Traffic March 2025
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The scheme and what’s changed since 2018 

Scheme presented in 2018 Scheme to be presented 2020
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The scheme and what’s changed since 2018 

Improvements to the M67 junction 4

What we’re doing What’s changed
 Increasing capacity on 

the M67 junction 4
 Adding an extra lane to 

the roundabout 

 Introducing traffic 
signals to manage the 
flow of traffic
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The scheme and what’s changed since 2018 

The Mottram Moor link road

What we’re doing What’s changed
 Diverting traffic away 

from the centre of 
Mottram in 
Longdendale

 Creating a new dual 
carriageway, linking 
junction 4 of the M67 
with the existing A57

 Via an underpass and 
a new signal-controlled 
junction at Mottram 
Moor

 Removed the Roe 
Cross Road Link, 
junction and 
roundabout from our 
proposals

 Relocated and 
updated the design of 
the Mottram 
underpass
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The scheme and what’s changed since 2018 

The A57 link road

What we’re doing What’s changed
 Separating the 

Glossop bound traffic

 Creating a single 
carriageway link 
between the proposed 
A57(T) junction at 
Mottram Moor and a 
new A57 junction at 
Woolley Bridge

 Replaced the 
proposed roundabout 
at Mottram Moor, with 
a signal-controlled 
junction

 Improving the River 
Etherow Crossing

 Updated the design of 
the Woolley Bridge 
junction
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The scheme and what’s changed since 2018 
Construction of two underpasses at Old Mill Farm 
and Carrhouse Lane
What we’re doing What’s changed

 Constructing an 
underpass at both Old 
Mill Farm and 
Carrhouse Lane

 Will maintain farm 
access and provide a 
safe route for walkers, 
cyclists and horse 
riders

 Tweaked the location 
of the Carrhouse Lane 
underpass, moving it 
closer to the existing 
road
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ECONOMY AND GROWTH 
Chairman: Councillor Siddall

Vice Chairman: Councillor Grooby
Lead Officer: Neil Rodgers

Date Items Contact Officer Purpose/Method of 
Consideration

Trans-Pennine Upgrade M James
Buxton Future High Street update H Pakpahan Oral Update
Work Programme

26-Nov-20

Adoption Buxton VES and future working H Pakpahan
Renewal of licence for Buxton market S Porru
Buxton Neighbourhood Plan Designation M James
Water in Buxton – Supplementary Planning Document M James
High Peak Local Plan Review M James
LAAC programme update  - Granby Road B: (Progress on 
lease / legal agreements with development partner) K Hall
Work Programme

4-Feb-21

Work Programme25-Mar-21

Appointment of Chairman and Vice-Chairman
Accelerated Housing Delivery Programme update (Council 
owned sites)

J Bagnall

Chapel Masterplan 
Dinting Employment Site 
Work Programme

June-21

Fairfield Roundabout (HIF) Award of contract – Part 2  J Bagnall
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18 November 2020

ECONOMY AND GROWTH 

Work ProgrammeJuly-21

Work Programme
Review of the Growth Strategy L Wetton

Sept-21

Crescent Update
Covid Recovery Programme
Report from Transport Working Group
Fairfield Road Update
Visit Peak District
Old Nestle Buxton Site
Shop Units in High Peak and vacancy rates
Council website – tourism (hotels, events and social 
media)
Industrial Units – capacity, vacancy rates, brownfield sites

To add in:

Greater Manchester Spatial Framework M James Virtual consultation to 
inform consultation 
response
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